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“With this feature, we can actually accurately measure the entire time that players are on the ball and, as a result, get a more realistic sense of how their abilities and moments contribute to a match,” said Richard Marks, Senior Director of Engine, FIFA Game Development. “As a result, our teams have been able to make more robust
AI programs that are more intelligent. “We also think that it’s important to understand that the touch that players make on the ball has a huge impact on a match. As one of our testers described it, playing FIFA 20 felt like playing golf — the ball was a little hard to control. With this new technology, the ball feels more organic. Not only
did we make the ball more reactive, but we have also improved how players interact with it, improving the way defenders can control the ball.” Premier League Player Ratings: Premier League Player Ratings: Tammy Abraham (20) Aaron Ramsey (15) Fabian Delph (6) Callum Wilson (21) Alexandre Lacazette (8) Lewis Cook (18)
Anthony Knockaert (6) Joe Gomez (7) Jesse Lingard (15) Dominic Calvert-Lewin (5) Anthony Martial (17) Kieran Trippier (4) John Stones (8) Georginio Wijnaldum (8) Kevin De Bruyne (12) Phil Foden (5) Michael Keane (6) Ben Chilwell (12) Diogo Jota (13) Olivier Giroud (19) Mohamed Salah (13) Sadio Mane (8) Joe Gomez (7)Tammy
Abraham (20)Aaron Ramsey (15)Fabian Delph (6)Callum Wilson (21)Alexandre Lacazette (8)Lewis Cook (18)Anthony Knockaert (6)Joe Gomez (7)Jesse Lingard (15)Dominic Calvert-Lewin (5)Anthony Martial (17)Kieran Trippier (4)John Stones (8)Georginio Wijnaldum (8)Kevin De Bruyne (12)Phil Foden (5)Michael Keane (6

Features Key:

FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology" that uses player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions collected from 22 real-life players
FIFA 22 introduces "Optimised Player Intelligence" that predicts player performance and creates more accurate streaks in Franchise/Ultimate Team
FIFA 22 introduces 5 brand new kits for the big competitions including the Confederations Cup Final, COPA America, AFC Asian Cup, Copa America and Gold Cup
FIFA 22 introduces Momo, the official virtual reception dog for FIFA
FIFA 22 introduces Sega Forever, the original Super NES game that's back in-game for the first time
FIFA 22 introduces The Community Draft, a revolutionary Draft system that doesn't allow you to control the draft order – it's completely random
FIFA 22 introduces The Captain Vectoring Aim System*
FIFA 22 introduces Tackle Impact Engine – You’ll feel every hard body hit during gameplay.
FIFA 22 introduces Turbo Flat-Out Play
FIFA 22 introduces Player-Specific Visual Alterations – see yourself in speed-and-agility animation for a new way to play.
FIFA 22 introduces The Joga Bonito engine, which uses the ambidextrous controls to make passing and shooting easier.
FIFA 22 introduces Featuring more than 100 third-party branded licensed footballers – including 28 Premier League players, 20 international footballers, and leaders across a range of African and South American national teams.
FIFA 22 introduces Loads of new player faces and bios.
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Get on the ball - interact with your team, decide control style, tackle, and push opponents out of possession - interact with your team, decide control style, tackle, and push opponents out of possession Win 1-on-1 battles - block shots, attack and defend in 1-on-1 situations, and score to win - block shots, attack and defend in 1-on-1
situations, and score to win Build attacks - unlock key passes and headers - unlock key passes and headers Over-hit and under-hit defenders - revolutionise individual defending by adjusting your real-world technique for more precise positioning and less touches - revolutionise individual defending by adjusting your real-world
technique for more precise positioning and less touches Introducing AI TEAMMATES - manage chemistry and adapt tactics as the game progresses - manage chemistry and adapt tactics as the game progresses Revolutionise individual defending - disrupt specific attacks using less touches - disrupt specific attacks using less touches
Improve ball control and movement - master the nuances of your next match With fundamental gameplay advances and a new season of innovation across every mode, FIFA 22 will deliver authentic sports action and exhilarating football magic, re-imagining popular features from FIFA 17, FIFA 18 and FIFA 19. FIFA 22 adds a host of
new features and improvements to the game across three main areas. FIFA The World Game – a deeper and more complete version of The World Game Each year sees The World Game feature new content in the form of goal celebrations and kits. This year FIFA 22 introduces even more innovations – including new goal celebrations,
icons, and kits. In addition, fans will be able to sample the FIFA 22 football leagues, including the English Premier League, La Liga, Serie A, Bundesliga, Ligue 1, the UEFA Champions League, the UEFA Europa League and the FIFA Confederations Cup. Complete details will be provided by the game’s launch. Real Player Motion (RPM)
This year introduces Real Player Motion (RPM). For the first time, player movement and animation are matched to the player’s physiological data, resulting in dynamic, authentic game play. POWER DRIBBLES FIFA 22 introduces a range of new and improved dribbling and movement options to give you more freedom to dictate the
pace and style of play. More dribbles and more elusive skills will let you be creative and take on your opponent. Ste bc9d6d6daa
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Build and manage your Ultimate Team of superstars from more than 1,000 real players, by making use of powerful brand new features like Squad Battles that include rotating squads from rival managers and new online FIFA Ultimate Team Seasons. Football Manager – Play in any tournament in a variety of games from the European
Champions League through to the groups stage in the Europa League and the qualification stages in the Nations League. (Available at launch) The Journey – Become an enthralling story of what it’s like to play at the world’s biggest football clubs, from Barcelona to Liverpool, Bayern Munich to Manchester United, and many more. Star
Wars Galaxy of Heroes - Play as your favorite Star Wars characters, such as Darth Maul, Darth Vader, Boba Fett, Chewbacca, Luke Skywalker and Leia Organa, as they attempt to save the galaxy from the forces of the First Order. (Available at launch) Additional New Features EA SPORTS Season Ticket ‘Duel Online’ – Enjoy over a
million multiplayer battles in ranked and unranked duels. Set up new ‘Duel’ matches, then choose from a range of tournaments, from the classics to the most recent, offering FUT rewards across all modes. Test your mettle or hone your skills in a variety of modes including FIFA Ultimate Team, Career, FIFA and FIFA 18’s Player Career.
Dynamic FIFA Ultimate Team™ Rankings – Ranked and unranked duels: Better ranked and unranked matches: Weekly and monthly prizes for players that finish in the top 10% of ranked and unranked matches (based on total points earned and accumulated) More challenges: Varying modes (Unranked, Ranked, Squad Battles,
Ultimate Challenges) and rewards (outfits, boosters and more), including the ability to earn XP and points FIFA, FIFA 18, FIFA 19, FIFA 20, and FIFA 21 are trademarks of EA Canada, EA Sports, The FIFA name, and FIFA logo are trademarks of FIFA Interactive Entertainment Limited, a wholly- owned subsidiary of EASPORTS. All rights
reserved. EA, FIFA, and EASPORTS are trademarks or registered trademarks of Electronic Arts, Inc. in the U.S.A. and/or other countries. This is my first release and I must say its great. I'm addicted to soccer ( not a football fan) and FIFA is my favourite. The release of FIFA

What's new:

New game modes: Ultimate Team, Online Seasons.
"Physically-based" visuals offer players more realism, putting muscles, bones and ligaments in your players’ bodies into every movement. This newly developed “Next-gen” engine is powering expansive new
game modes, deeper Manager Mode and a new Story Mode.
League of legends mode across FIFA 19 Career and Ultimate Team.
Kit creator and importance of your kits – Personalise your boot, arm band, and socks. Create the kit everyone wants by mixing any two kit attributes, then use the kit creator to personalise the full look. Your
manager will assess your kit style and tell you what to wear on the pitch. Players of older FIFA games will remember how important kits were during the 90s.
New manager leaderboards for both online and offline modes.
Upper body defined movement in 3D to provide more realism and less wobbly animations. Face animations also better communicate player emotions. And individual animation speed control helps players
make runs and feints better.
New Skills engine, powered by the Frostbite game engine. Working with the new lower-body game engine, players have a more immersive experience with more realistic and reactive animations, with the
ability to have more separate controls to manipulate different parts of the body.
3 additional cameras, and denser grass, the same graphics engine that powers the newest blockbuster hit Need for Speed, the Unreal Engine.
Off-ball behavior based on foot-ball distance away from player action.
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FIFA is one of the world’s most popular sports games and has sold more than 350 million units worldwide. What is EA SPORTS™ FIFA? EA SPORTS FIFA is the global leader in football games, offering sports games
for Xbox One, PlayStation®4 and PC. EA SPORTS FIFA is the official videogame of FIFA, the global federation of worldwide football, and the best-selling football videogame franchise of all time. Developed by EA
Canada, EA SPORTS FIFA is available on Xbox One, PlayStation 4 and PC. What was in the previous game? In FIFA 19, the game received positive reviews for its major improvements to the passing game and
passing AI, and included a completely reworked defensive system, making the game a lot more challenging for the opponent. What do these improvements mean? In this year's game, we prioritise playing styles,
authenticity and differentiation. Artificial intelligence now gives players’ intelligence levels and skills a more direct affect on their performance. Videos now react more naturally to how players position
themselves and the ball in the restarts. Attack AI has been tuned to grant smarter and more realistic defensive responses to the players’ positioning and movement. Modern stadiums are fully detailed and
licensed, with the pitch surface reflecting the ground. Improved ball physics provides greater ball control and make passing more realistic. New attacking behaviours on open play, such as positioning and looping
runs ensure players are able to move and play their way into positions. Goalkeepers now stop more shots, perform better saves and react to counterattack better than before. Defensively, players can now
change direction quicker, see and react to threats more quickly and take better decisions when the game is in their area. What does The Journey Ahead mean for FIFA? FIFA Ultimate Team is a new item card
system that combines Ultimate Team (or ‘UT’) with the core gameplay of FIFA – including Seasons, International Matches, and Online Matches. How does it work? The items you unlock during the journey ahead
are available to use during matches, alongside a robust in-game item card trading system. What will players receive when they create their ultimate team in FIFA? When you create a team, you’ll start with a set
number of Ultimate Team packs, which will last throughout the journey ahead.
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